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Important qualities in a great pianist? 

“I have always been attracted to the older pianists and their 
performance practices evoking the Great Art of the Romantics since 
Liszt.” 

“Moiseiwitch was a master of subtle colour, refinement coupled with 
suave elegance always with a golden tone. He was Rachmaninov’s 
favourite interpreter of his own concerti. Of course, the Composer-
Pianist Rachmaninov whose tone Earl Wild told me ( he heard him 
live on numerous occasions) was “intoxicating, and his recordings do 
not do him justice.” Like a fine particular wine, I can recall with awe 
Rachmaninov’s recordings of Chopin Funeral March Sonata, Schumann 
Carnaval;” 

“I also admire Cortot’s luminous imagination and spontaneous playing 
in Schumann and Chopin; Schnabel’s real musical depth merging with 
sheer joy and a fantastic sense of timing and sound in Bach, Weber, 
Beethoven, Mozart; 

“Fischer’s vibrancy and exuberance in Bach, Schubert Impromptus 
and Beethoven Concerti;Friedman’s stylish, inimitable elegant and 
dancing (finally!) Chopin Mazurkas and beautiful Nocturnes; 

“Lhevinne with his stunning pianism and tone Schultz-Evler Strauss, 
Liszt, Chopin, Schumann; “Rosenthal with his staggering facility in his 
Viennese waltz transcriptions and untouchable Chopin rubato and 
imagination; 

“A magician of rhythm” 

“Francois and Nat as unique exceptional examples of great French 
pianists; I heardHorowitz many times in concert , a magician of 
rhythm, colour, poetry and sheer electricity in Schumann, Scriabin, 
Rachmaninov, Liszt; 

“Gilels in powerful Russian repertoire. I also loved his Brahms Concerti 
and heard him a few times in beautiful recitals always ending with his 
signature Bach-Siloti Prelude. He has historic stunning reading of Liszt-
Mozart Figaro Fantasy; 

“Bolet with a monumental Wagner-Liszt Tanhauser; Arrau with his 
Liszt (stunning Villa d’Este, Gnomenreigen, Spanish Rhapsody and 



beautiful Dante, great Debussy, stunning live Ravel Gaspard from Italy 
1963, one of the best in my opinion!); 

“Lipatti with a most amazing Ravel “Alborada”; Hess’ powerful 
inspiring drama in Beethoven; Novaes evoking wonderful 
charm; Cziffra’s spectacular personal gypsy pianism in Liszt and his 
own unplayable transcriptions; 

“Amazing original colourist” 

“Cherkassky as an amazing original colourist whom I heard many 
times and even attended his last concert which was unforgettable with 
the most haunting Chopin Funeral March Sonata at the Salle Gaveau in 
Paris. Everything he touched became new and fresh : Ravel Sonatine, 
Liszt Sonata, Stravinsky Petrouchka, Pabst-Tchaikovsky Transcriptions, 
Berg Bonata. Even Leonard Bernstein’s “Touches” written in 1980 for 
the Van Cliburn Competition and played 250 times, but in Cherkassky’s 
hands they became transcendental and a marvellous wonder! It makes 
one think about re-looking at the modern music being written today and 
to try to infuse it with more of that old world mastery and commitment. 
It reminds me of a quip by Arnold Schoeberg who said ” My music is not 
modern, it is only badly played.” 

“Also, Cherkassky has a fantastic recording of the Chopin Preludes as 
does the greatRubinstein from the 1940!s. Some modern pianists I like 
are Argerich (whom I prefer live ), pianists Perahia, Friere, 
Volodos and my old Juilliard friend Hough. 

“No hammers” 

“I just discovered the American pianist George Copeland (1892-1971) 
in astonishing Debussy performances that make the piano sound as if 
they have no hammers! He premiered several Debussy pieces in the 
United States and played for Debussy in 1911 who remarked ” It is not 
my habit to pay compliments, but I wish to say Mr. Copeland, that I 
never thought to hear my music played as well as that in my lifetime.”. 
He studied with Teresa Careno who once asked him how he had gotten 
such a wonderful tone. ” I just have it in my ear before I play.” 
“Rubbish” she said “I want to know how each finger plays on the key.” 
To which Copeland replied “I don’t know how — and I don’t want to 
know how!” 

 ”The Great Last Romantic” 

“And of course let us not forget the Great Last Romantic Earl Wild, 
who studied with Egon Petri, one of the most important students of 
Busoni (who studied with Liszt), and has helped to perpetuate in an 



important manner this great tradition with his ingenious transcriptions. 
His celebrated Rachmaninov and Gershwin, to name but a few. Also a 
fantastic Liszt interpreter, his memorable Demonic Liszt CD among a 
vast recorded legacy. 

“The wrong notes of god” 

“Many of my favourite pianists of the past in their recorded legacy often 
had wrong notes. “But they were the wrong notes of a God,” someone 
wisely remarked. Their playing in general was imbued with colour, 
elegance, a singing tone and an astonishing flexibility of facility (like a 
yoga master!) 

“Many pianists have speed, power and endurance but sound in the end 
hard, brittle, angular and stiff. That suppleness of rhythm is almost a 
lost art. REAL technique is total control of the production and shaping 
of sound and timing whether in fast cadenza-like passages or cantilena 
itself. Even Horowitz pursued this goal in mind when he studied with 
Cortot for three months in 1926.” 

“Astounding” 

“My mentor Joseph Villa was astounding and his legendary talent can 
be witnessed on you tube. He was phenomenally instinctive and had a 
beautiful sound and hand for playing the piano. One must try to 
surround oneself with stimulating, enriching, inspiring friends, events 
and art. I think that if you refuse to accept anything but the best you 
very often get it. 

“So, you should never limit your view of life by any past experience. 
Continue absorbing , continue to be curious, and always listen 
attentively.” 

“Finally one of Liszt’s most famous teaching aphorisms was  - “Create 
memories.” 

“Flawlessly poised,elegant and brilliant” 

 - The New York Times 
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Motivation to play Piano? 



“Translating life’s kaleidoscopic array of emotions , love and death, 
passionately into music.” 

 Favourite work/composer /why? 

“That would be insufferable. Like having to be with only one  person on 
a desert island!” 

“While I love and have studied and performed many of the classics, I 
tend to gravitate towards the colourists. Those who like to exploit the 
resources of the piano thereby revealing an amazing palette with no 
limits, open only to a fertile imagination. Debussy, Ravel, Albeniz, 
Scriabin, Prokofiev, Rachmaninov passing through of course Chopin, 
Liszt and Schumann. 

“And of course there are many others, even many lesser-known 
composers, that speak to me, but these speak the loudest. There is music 
which comes of itself to us, and there is music which requires us to come 
to it. The latter can be the most intriguing.” 

 Earliest memory involving piano playing? 

“Korsakov’s Scheherazade left a distinct impression on my youthful 
imagination and at four I was already making choreographies to such 
masterpieces. 

“Having seen Stravinsky’s Firebird at the newly constructed Lincoln 
Centre in New York also inspired me to want to become a Russian 
dancer. 

“I remember being taken to see Leonard Bernstein’s Young  People’s 
Concerts which were a lot of fun and educational as well. Also there was 
always a lot of singing in my large family gatherings.” 

“Cultural events ans activities” 

“My Mother, newly arrived immigrant to New York City from French-
Spanish Morocco, had always been exposed to music and always 
searched out cultural events and activities. 

“In fact, she heard Olivier Messiaen in concert in Morocco where he 
performed in a Cinema (serving as Concert Hall) performing some of his 
piano works when he was not yet widely known. 

“Many French and other artists of the day were passing through 
Morocco such as Cortot, Francois, Rampal, Nat, Menuhin. So when she 
arrived in New York she wanted to begin piano lessons and purchased 



an upright piano but I kept interrupting her practice and finally she 
relinquished the piano bench to me. Little did I know what I was getting 
myself into!” 

“Elderly Madame Rosa in Manhattan” 

“My first lessons were with my Father who actually was an electro-
chemical engineer but had taken up guitar and violin as a hobby and 
had a working knowledge of the rudiments of music to introduce them 
to me. Later through some recommendation by a friend of my parents 
we found an elderly ( 90! ) Madame Rosa in Manhattan who claimed to 
be a student of a student of Liszt! Well, we began lessons for about a 
year but unfortunately she had an accident! 

“Master Teacher Robert Vetlesen”  

“So at the age of seven we moved to California and I was eventually 
introduced to a Master Teacher Robert Vetlesen from San Francisco 
who was half-Norwegian and half-Hawaiian. He had studied in Europe 
with Schnabel and Bartok, and in the States with Lhevinne. He looked a 
bit like Yul Brynner and had accepted me into his studio. 

“Despite his intimidating air he was a true raconteur and was full of 
amazing stories making the learning of music extremely fun. But it was 
also the real beginning for me in being exposed to the great literature of 
piano and the art of piano playing.” 

 Career highlights and fond memories? 

“Living as “an American in Paris ” I was able to use Paris as a 
trampoline to travel and perform in other countries such as Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Egypt, Italy, Monaco, Morocco, Poland, 
Portugal, Russia, Spain, and Slovenia with many celebrated conductors 
and venues….” 

“There is a saying that “one is never a prophet in one’s own country”. I 
think that it helped me experience many other cultures. I was able to 
hear and earn a great deal about music-making there that I would 
otherwise not have known. Also many great artists who are there that I 
heard do not come to the US because they really hate travelling and the 
US represents such a different large scale dimension of travel.” 

 ”19th Century feel – Parisian Salon” 

“In Paris there really is still present something of the 19th century feel. 
Where I experienced this most and first-hand was in the famous 
“Parisian Salon.” 



“This practice is something that used to be active in New York to some 
degree in the 50!s but was ever-present in Paris as in the days of the 
Romantics! I had the privilege of not only attending but performing in 
many. 

“Many of these seemingly informal performances in fact helped my 
career. These were not just some dilettantish events but quite to the 
contrary places where one could play in an intimate setting on usually 
fabulous instruments for really knowledgeable people and potentially 
important contacts. 

“At one of the more prominent salons, which were always word-of-
mouth and always packed on a monthly basis, I heard S. Richter,Viardo, 
Pires, the violist Yuri Bashmet and even my former mentor Joseph Villa 
which proved to be his last performance before his tragic death. That 
performance was memorable as the audience in the salon was like a 
Who’s Who of musical Paris and I know that they were absolutely 
flabbergasted! “ 

Visits 

“Also I enjoyed the opportunity of being so close to the source of the 
composers, searching what motivated them to write their masterpieces. 
For example I visited the Villa Metzli and d’Este in Italy where Liszt had 
sojourned or I also visited Ravel’s house outside of Paris and performed 
on his piano drawing in the elements to imagine what inspired them to 
compose certain of their works.” 

“Himy is a major talent. His technique is awesome in scope, and his 
passion for music and its projection is indeed overwhelming, what 
dexterity, power and daring ! Himy is in a class of his own.” 

- Seymour Bernstein 
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